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Abstract: Earlier work has established a centralised cooperative merging framework of optimally coordinating two strings of
connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) passing through the on-ramp merging zone. The proposed merging strategy is
capable of making a good trade-off between performance and computational cost. In this study, the authors address the
problem of optimally coordinating CAVs under mixed traffic conditions, where both CAVs and human-driven vehicles (non-CAVs)
travel on the roads, so as to enhance efficiency while guaranteeing safety constraints. A hierarchical cooperative merging
framework is proposed for CAVs, which integrates merging sequence scheduling strategies (high level) and motion planning
methods (low level). The impacts of CAV penetration (i.e. the fraction of CAVs relative to all vehicles) on throughput, delay, fuel
consumption and emission are also investigated under different traffic demands. Simulation-based case studies indicate that the
performance improvement becomes more significant as the CAV penetration rate increases and about 30% CAV penetration
can effectively mitigate the shockwave and reduce traffic congestion.

1 Introduction
Driving on highways is usually safe, and one of the most
challenging scenarios involving speed modulation is highway on-
ramps. A basic method that improves safety and efficiency is ramp
metering [1]. There have been many ramp metering approaches
developed to improve both safety and throughput [2–4]. With the
development of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-
infrastructure (V2I) technologies, connected and automated
vehicles (CAVs) can improve safety and efficiency by information
sharing and vehicle coordination [5]. Several novel approaches to
address traffic congestion caused by merging roadways have been
considered. In these efforts, it is assumed that the vehicles are
connected by V2V communication and their speed can be
manipulated. Safe and efficient coordination is then possible [6].

Our earlier work [7] has established a centralised cooperative
merging framework for coordinating two strings of CAVs passing
through the merging zone effectively and safely. In our approach,
the rule-based merging strategy computes a near-optimal merging
sequence in terms of travel delay and safety, and the motion
planning algorithm is designed for energy-saving. We also validate
the effectiveness and robustness of the cooperative merging
strategy under both balanced and unbalanced traffic scenarios
through simulation.

The benefits of CAV coordination and control on traffic
efficiency have been established and quantified in recent literature
[5]. However, the pure CAV environment seems to be not possible
in the few decades and the integration of CAVs with human-driven
vehicles (non-CAVs) faces several challenges before their
penetration rate (i.e. the fraction of CAVs relative to all vehicles in
a transportation system) becomes significant. The management of
mixed traffic scenario (i.e. both human-driven vehicles and CAVs
on the road) is an inevitable problem during the process of CAV
development. Thus, a critical question is investigating the
penetration effect of CAVs under mixed traffic conditions. It is
beneficial to the promotions and applications of CAVs by
understanding their penetration effect, which helps us to find a
transitional solution under mixed traffic [8].

Rule-based methods [9] and optimisation-based methods [10,
11] for the merging scenario with 100% CAV penetration are both

explored in the literature. A survey of the research efforts in this
area that have been reported in the literature to date can be found in
[12]. Under mixed traffic conditions, it is necessary to design
coordination policies that can accommodate both CAVs and
conventional human-driven vehicles. Under mixed traffic
environment, the cooperative merging strategies can be generally
grouped into three categories: rule-based methods, optimisation-
based methods and learning-based methods. However, there is
usually a trade-off between computation load and optimality.
Determining the merging sequence using rule-based approaches is
computationally efficient but not optimal. For optimisation-based
and learning-based approaches, the main challenge lies in finding
an optimal merging sequence with large number of vehicles in real
time.

To address the aforementioned problems, a hierarchical
cooperative merging framework shown in Fig. 1 is proposed to
investigate the penetration effect. In the high level, the merging
sequence of vehicles can be optimised, which can be generalised
into four cases: full coordination, partial coordination, adaptive
following and no coordination. Different cases can be chosen
according to whether the newly detected vehicle and its
surrounding vehicles are CAVs or not. In the case of non-CAVs, we
also design appropriate merging strategies to model human-like
merging behaviours. In the low level, two different energy-efficient
motion planning modes, namely free driving mode and adaptive
cruising mode, are designed for CAVs and Gipps car-following
model is utilised to model the behaviours of non-CAVs.

In our approach, the merging sequence scheduling level
coordinates CAVs in terms of efficiency as well as safety, and the
motion planning methods are designed for energy saving. Analysis
and simulation results show that the traffic congestion can be
mitigated by a certain penetration of CAVs and the improvement
on performances becomes more significant with the increase of
CAV penetration. The main contributions of this work are
summarised as follows:

• To optimise the merging sequence of vehicles, a hierarchical
framework of cooperative merging is proposed under mixed
traffic environment.
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• To investigate the penetration effect, both microscopic impact
(e.g. vehicle trajectories) and macroscopic impact (e.g.
throughput, delay and fuel consumption) are taken into
consideration.

To give a better presentation of our findings, the rest of the paper is
organised as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the recent studies
on cooperative merging under mixed traffic environment. Section 3
reviews the cooperative merging problem at highway on-ramps.
Section 4 presents the cooperative merging framework for CAVs,
while Section 5 introduces the car-following model and merging
framework for human-driven vehicles. Simulation-based case
studies are carried out in Section 6. Finally, concluding remarks are
given in Section 7.

2 Related works
To the best of our knowledge, there are a few studies that
investigate the impact of the CAV penetration on traffic flow
characteristics in the on-ramp merging scenario and these studies
can be generally grouped into three categories: rule-based methods,
optimisation-based methods and learning-based methods.

2.1 Rule-based methods

Zhang and Cassandras [13] proposed a vehicle coordination
algorithm base on the ‘first-in-first-out’ (FIFO) rule in signal-free
intersections and validated the energy benefits of CAVs, while
Zhao et al. [14] adopted the similar idea in roundabouts. However,
no consideration was given to the microscopic performances (e.g.
vehicle trajectories) and macroscopic performances (e.g.
throughput, delay and ride comfort). Zou and Qu [15] proposed a
cooperative cellular automata model to investigate the impact of
CAVs in freeway work zones, which is similar to the on-ramp
merging scenario. Zhou et al. [16] and Park et al. [17] utilised a
modified Intelligent Driver Model to reduce the total travel time
and smooth traffic oscillations. Han and Ahn [18] proposed a
Variable Speed Release control policy to increase bottleneck
capacity, while Davis [19] investigates the penetration effect of
adaptive cruise control systems on mixed traffic flow. However,
these kinds of studies utilised a simple rule-based method for
merging logic and did not optimise the merging sequence of
vehicles.

2.2 Optimisation-based methods

Rios-Torres and Malikopoulos [20, 21] investigated the impact of
partial penetrations of CAVs on fuel consumption and traffic flow.
Bai et al. [22] proposed a cooperative weaving motion planner for
CAVs to reduce traffic oscillation based on model predictive
control (MPC) method in weaving areas. However, these studies
only optimised the vehicle trajectories and assumed that the
merging sequences of vehicles are fixed, which are ad hoc and
their optimality cannot be guaranteed. Xie et al. [23] proposed a
collaborative merging assistance method for on-ramp CAVs. The
proposed ramp control strategy is a constrained non-linear
optimisation problem which provides individual vehicles with step-
by-step control instruction. Letter and Elefteriadou [24] proposed a
trajectory optimisation algorithm to maximise the average vehicle
speed on the ramp and the target lane. Among these optimisation-
based studies, the main issues lie in ignoring the merging sequence
scheduling and solving the complicated optimisation problem in
real time.

2.3 Learning-based methods

Vinitsky et al. [25] proposed a merging strategy via reinforcement
learning to control shockwaves from on-ramp merges.
Furthermore, they showed the ability of learning-based methods to
enhance traffic efficiency in some other scenarios by learning the
optimal policies for CAVs. Kreidieh et al. [26] proposed a deep
reinforcement learning framework for cooperative merging
problems to dissipate the stop-and-go waves caused by merging
behaviours. Most of the learning-based methods try to maximise
the number of vehicles that pass through the network and do not
take the microscopic impacts into consideration.

As aforementioned, there is usually a trade-off between
computation load and optimality and few studies investigate both
the microscopic and macroscopic impacts of CAV penetrations.
Therefore, a hierarchical cooperative merging framework is
proposed to investigate the penetration effect under mixed
environment.

3 Problem description
This paper focuses on investigating the impacts of CAV penetration
on the on-ramp merging process. The objective is to coordinate all
the vehicles passing the merging zone safely and efficiently and to

Fig. 1  Hierarchical framework of cooperative merging
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mitigate the stop-and-go operations under mixed traffic conditions,
where both CAVs and human-driven vehicles (non-CAVs) travel on
the roads. We briefly review the model introduced in [7], where
there are two legs, mainline and ramp road, illustrated in Fig. 2.
The region in a shaded area, called merging zone, is the area of
potential lateral collision. In addition, there is a region in the dash
area, called pre-merging zone, is the area where non-CAVs begin
the merging process. There is also a cooperative control zone
where CAVs begin the cooperative merging process.

In the model described above, we impose the following
assumptions: (i) only the rightmost lane of highway is taken into
account for on-ramp merging, and the on-ramp only has one lane,
(ii) non-CAVs on-ramp can observe and interact with mainline
vehicles within the pre-merging zone, (iii) each connected and
automated vehicle has proximity sensors and can measure local
information without errors or delays, such as the velocity and
position of the preceding non-CAV, (iv) only the longitudinal
control is considered in this study, while default lane change
models are used for the lateral control.

Table 1 summarises some of the major variables and
corresponding definitions used in this paper. 

In our previous approach [7], the proposed cooperative merging
strategy computes a near-optimal merging sequence in real time in
terms of travel delay and safety, and the motion planning algorithm
is designed for energy saving. The extended cooperative merging
frameworks under mixed traffic scenario are presented in the
following sections.

4 Cooperative merging framework for CAVs
A hierarchical cooperative merging framework for CAVs shown in
Fig. 1 is proposed under the mixed traffic scenario, which
integrates merging sequence scheduling strategies and motion
planning methods.

4.1 Merging sequence scheduling strategies for CAVs

Under mixed traffic scenario, merging sequence scheduling
strategies for CAVs can be generalised into three cases: (i) full
coordination when the surrounding vehicles of newly detected
CAVs are all CAVs (ii) partial coordination when there are a
limited number of non-CAVs among the surrounding vehicles and
(iii) adaptive following when the surrounding vehicles are all non-
CAVs.

4.1.1 Case 1: full coordination: If the surrounding vehicles of
newly detected CAVs (e.g. Mnew and Rnew in Fig. 3) are all CAVs,
the assigned arrival time of newly detected CAVs can be
determined through the merging sequence adjustment algorithm in
[7], where the rule-based cooperative merging strategy achieves a
near-optimal solution of the merging sequence. It should be noted
that full coordination cases may only occur under high CAV
penetration scenarios.

4.1.2 Case 2: partial coordination: Since human-driven vehicles
(non-CAVs) cannot be coordinated, partial coordination will be
carried out under mixed traffic scenarios. It should be noted that
the position and velocity of a non-CAV can be measured by a
preceding or following CAV through on-board sensors. Based on
the local information measured by CAVs, the newly detected CAVs
can be coordinated to avoid stop-and-go operations during the
merging process. An example in Fig. 4 is utilised to illustrate this. 
In this example, the merging sequence of the vehicles inside the
cooperative control zone is assumed to be determined by our
previous approach already [7] and the vehicle Mn is the last one in
the sequence. The merging sequence of CAV Rnew and non-CAV
Mnew depends on the inter-vehicle distance between vehicle Mnew
and vehicle Mn. If the inter-vehicle distance d is large enough, CAV
Rnew should be coordinated to arrive at the merging zone earlier
than the non-CAV Mnew. Otherwise, CAV Rnew should be
coordinated to arrive at the merging zone after non-CAV Mnew to
avoid stop-and-go operations. The details of the partial
coordination algorithm are presented as follows.

Since CAVs cannot communicate with non-CAVs, they simply
assume a constant speed for non-CAVs to estimate their arrival
time. Thus, the estimated arrival time at the merging zone can be
calculated by (1). Note that the estimation may need re-evaluation
in the case that non-CAVs change speed

t^in
Mnew = t0 +

L − pMnew(t0)
vMnew(t0) (1)

Fig. 2  Diagram of vehicle cooperative merging problem
 

Table 1 Variables and definitions
Variable Definition
L length of the cooperative control zone
S1 length of the merging zone
S2 length of the pre-merging zone
vi velocity of vehicle i
pi position of vehicle i
ai acceleration or deceleration of vehicle i
vmin, vmax minimum and maximum velocities of a vehicle
amin, amax minimum and maximum accelerations of a vehicle
Δt1 minimum safety headway in the same leg
Δt2 minimum safety headway in different legs

tassign
i assigned arrival time of vehicle i

tmin
i minimum arrival time of vehicle i

 

Fig. 3  Diagram of full coordination mode
 

Fig. 4  Diagram of partial coordination mode
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where t^in
Mnew is the estimated arrival time at the merging zone of

newly detected mainline vehicle Mnew, pMnew(t0) and vMnew(t0) are the
position and velocity of the vehicle Mnew at time t0.

Thus, the CAV Rnew is assigned to arrive the merging zone later
than the non-CAV Mnew if the inter-vehicle distance d is not long
enough, which satisfies (2) and the assigned arrival time can be
calculated by (3). Otherwise, CAV Rnew can be assigned to arrive at
the merging zone between non-CAV Mnew and CAV Mn and the
assigned arrival time can be calculated by (4)

d ≤ vRnewΔt2 + vMnewhd (2)

where d is the distance between non-CAV Mnew and CAV Mn,
vRnewΔt2 refers to the virtual desired headway between CAV Rnew
and CAV Mn, vMnewhd refers to the virtual desired headway between
CAV Rnew and non-CAV Mnew

tassign
Rnew = max t^in

Mnew + Δt2, tmin
Rnew (3)

tassign
Rnew = max tassign

Mn + Δt2, tmin
Rnew (4)

where tassign
Rnew  is the assigned arrival time at the merging zone of

newly detected ramp CAV, tmin
Rnew is the minimum arrival time of

CAV Rnew and tassign
Mn  is the assigned arrival time at the merging

zone of the vehicle Mn.
In order to avoid assigning unrealistic arrival time to the

vehicles, we need to calculate the minimum arrival time. Namely,
vehicles first accelerate to the maximum velocity and then cruise to
the merging zone. The calculation is based on the basic kinematics
and readers can refer to [7].

The details of the partial coordination strategy are included in
Algorithm 1 (see Fig. 5). 

4.1.3 Case 3: adaptive following: When the surrounding
vehicles of newly detected CAVs (e.g. Rnew in Fig. 6) are all non-
CAVs, the newly detected CAVs could only execute the adaptive
following action, which is constrained by the preceding non-CAVs. 
Since we cannot get information about non-CAV Mnew, the

assigned arrival time for newly detected ramp CAV Rnew can be
only determined by estimating the arrival time of the preceding
vehicle Rn as shown in Fig. 6

tassign
Rnew = max t^in

Rn + Δt1, tmin
Rnew (5)

t^in
Rn = t0 +

L − pRn(t0)
vRn(t0) (6)

where t^in
Rn is the estimated arrival time at the merging zone of ramp

non-CAV Rn.

4.2 Motion planning methods for CAVs

In terms of a CAV, there are two driving modes that it can be in (i)
free driving (FD mode) when it is not constrained by a non-CAV
that precedes it, and (ii) adaptive cruising (AC mode) when it
follows a preceding non-CAV while adaptively maintaining a safe
distance from it. CAVs will switch from the FD mode to the AC
mode as soon as the inter-vehicle distance falls below a certain
threshold. It should be noted that the virtual vehicle mapping
method [6] is used as a benchmark to show the benefits of energy
saving.

A linear model for vehicle longitudinal dynamics is utilised to
describe the dynamics of CAVs

ẋi(t) = Axi(t) + Bui(t) (7)

where

xi(t) =
pi

vi

ai

, A =

0 1 0
0 0 1

0 0 − 1
τ

, B =

0
0
1
τ

,

pi, vi and ai denote the position, velocity and acceleration of the
vehicle i, respectively, and τ denotes the first-order inertial
constant.

4.2.1 Free driving mode: In this mode, the objective of each
CAV is to derive an optimal acceleration/deceleration profile, in
terms of minimising the energy consumption inside the cooperative
zone. The energy-efficient motion planning method can be
formulated as a convex optimisation problem written as (8), which
tries to minimise the accelerations or decelerations during the
merging process.

min
ai

1
2∫t0i

tassign
i

ai
2(t) dt

s . t . vmin ≤ vi ≤ vmax

amin ≤ ai ≤ amax

(8)

where t0
i is the initial time, tassign

i  is the assigned arrival time.
An analytical solution to the above problem can be obtained

through a Hamiltonian analysis found in [7]. Consequently, the
optimal control input (acceleration/deceleration) as a function of
time is given by

ai
∗(t) = bit + ci (9)

where bi and ci are constants which can be computed online.

4.2.2 Adaptive cruising mode: When the inter-vehicle distance
between CAV i and the preceding non-CAV i − 1 falls below a
certain threshold ΔL, CAV i switches from the FD mode to the AC
mode. In this mode, the objective of each CAV is to derive an
optimal acceleration/deceleration profile so as to minimise fuel

Fig. 5  Algorithm 1: Partial coordination algorithm for CAVs
 

Fig. 6  Diagram of the adaptive following mode
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consumption, while maintaining the minimum safe following
distance with the preceding non-CAV:

min
ai

1
2∫t0i

tassign
i

[ω1ai(t)2 + ω2(pi(t) − pi − 1(t) − ΔL)2]dt

s . t . vmin ≤ vi ≤ vmax

amin ≤ ai ≤ amax

(10)

where ω1 and ω2 are weights applied to the objective function,
which allows trading off energy consumption minimisation against
maintaining the safe following distance, ΔL is the minimum safe
following distance between CAV i and the preceding non-CAV
i − 1.

The analytical solution of problem (10) can be obtained through
a Hamiltonian analysis similar to that in [13]. Defining
ω = 4ω1ω2/2ω1 and α = ω/2, the optimal control can be
obtained as follows:

ai
∗(t) = − 2biα2eαtsin(αt) + 2ciα2e−αtsin(αt)

+2diα2eαtcos(αt) − 2eiα2e−αtcos(αt)
(11)

where bi, ci, di and ei are constants of integration, which can be
obtained in a similar way as (9).

5 On-ramp merging framework for non-CAVs
There are two major issues that need to be addressed for non-CAVs
under mixed traffic scenarios: (i) modelling the car-following
behaviour for human-driven vehicles, and (ii) designing a human-
like merging strategy to avoid collision in the merging zone.

5.1 Car-following model

Gipps car-following model [27] is utilised to describe the
behaviours of non-CAVs, which aims to keep a safe following
distance from the leading vehicle or to travel at the desired speed in
free traffic flow. According to our simulation results, it should be
noted that the selection of car-following model has little impact on
the cooperative merging performances.

According to Gipps model, the speed of the following vehicle
can be computed as follows:

vi(t + τ) = min {vi, acc(t + τ), vi, dec(t + τ)} (12)

vi, acc(t + τ) = vi(t) + 2.5 × amax × τ × 1 − vi(t)
vmax

× 0.025 + vi(t)
vmax

(13)

vi, dec(t + τ) = amaxτ + amin
2 τ2 − amin 2(pi − 1(t)

− pi(t) − Lveh − Ld) − vi(t)τ − vi(t)
amin

1/2 (14)

where the subscripts i, i − 1 denote the following and the leading
vehicles, respectively, τ denotes the reaction time of drivers,
vi, acc(t + τ), vi, dec(t + τ) represent the updated velocity of the
following vehicle in free-flow and congested conditions,
respectively, Lveh is the length of vehicle and Ld is the desired
headway distance when the vehicles are at stop.

5.2 Merging strategies for non-CAVs

In this subsection, merging strategies for human-driven vehicles
(non-CAVs) [20] on both mainline and ramp road are adopted to
model the human-like merging behaviours and to avoid a lateral
collision in the merging zone, which are also in compliance with
the traffic regulations.

5.2.1 Merging strategy for mainline non-CAVs: A vehicle
travelling on the main road will consider its preceding vehicle as its
leader and will follow the speed dictated by the Gipps model until
it reaches the merging zone. Once in the merging zone, the vehicle
will evaluate whether there is a vehicle merging in front; in such
case, it will start considering the merging vehicle as its new leader.
The details of the strategy are included in Algorithm 2 (see Fig. 7). 

5.2.2 Merging strategy for ramp road non-CAVs: A vehicle
travelling on the ramp road will consider its preceding vehicle on
the road as its leader until it reaches the pre-merging zone. Once
there, the ‘driver’ starts evaluating the merging conditions and
looks for the closest safe gap to merge by choosing a new potential
leader and a new potential follower in the main road. If the
estimated time headways among them are less than a certain
threshold, the ramp vehicle will start decelerating to be able to stop
and avoid a lateral collision. The ‘driver’ will then wait until the
next available gap to evaluate the merging conditions again. Once
the vehicle merges, it will continue following the speed dictated by
the Gipps car-following model to try to keep a safe distance from
its new leader on the main road.

The estimated time headway among them can be calculated as
(15) and (16). The details of the strategy are included in Algorithm
3 (see Fig. 8)

tgap1 = pi(t) − pr(t)
vr(t) (15)

tgap2 = pr(t) − pi − 1(t)
vi − 1(t) (16)

where the subscripts i, i − 1 and r denote the mainline potential
leader, mainline potential follower and ramp vehicle preparing to
merge, respectively, tgap1 denotes the virtual time headway between
potential leader and ramp vehicle, tgap2 denotes the virtual time
headway between ramp vehicle and its potential follower. 

6 Simulation results
We first perform a simple example to illustrate the partial
coordination logic among CAVs and non-CAVs as well as its
microscopic impact on traffic flow. Subsequently, to evaluate the
robustness of the proposed method and its macroscopic impact on
traffic flow (i.e. throughput and delay), the proposed cooperative
merging strategy is implemented under mixed traffic scenarios.
Three cases are taken into consideration, namely, no CAV
penetration, partial CAV penetration and full CAV penetration. In
the case of no CAV penetration, all the vehicles entering the
cooperative control zone behave according to the Gipps car-
following model and use the merging framework for non-CAVs to
pass the merging zone. In the case of partial CAV penetration, the
Gipps car-following model and the cooperative merging
framework are combined to guide vehicles during the merging
process. In the third case, all CAVs will be coordinated according
to the rule-based cooperative merging strategy in [7] to pass the
merging zone. Thus, to explore the effects of gradual penetration of

Fig. 7  Algorithm 2: Merging algorithm for mainline non-CAVs
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CAVs, penetration rates of CAVs range from 0 to 100%, with an
interval of 10%.

All experiments are carried out on a regular computer
(operating system: Windows 10 64bit; workbench: Matlab R2017b;
CPU: Intel i7-4770K; RAM: 16 GB). The key simulation
parameters are presented in Table 2. The vehicle arrival rate
follows the Poisson distribution and the average arrival rate λ
varies between 0.1 and 0.25 veh/s. It should be noted that when the
arrival rates from both legs are >0.25 veh/s, the traffic becomes
very congested and most vehicles start to back up towards the
upstream.

6.1 Microscopic impact on traffic flow characteristics

Fig. 9a shows the vehicle trajectories of on-ramp merging with
100% human-driven vehicles. Since there are no interactions
between human-driven vehicles before the pre-merging zone, the
ramp vehicles will yield to the main road vehicles near the merging
zone, which causes stop-and-go operations. Worse, the shockwave
will propagate to the upstream on the ramp road. Fig. 9b shows the
trajectories of partial coordination between CAVs and non-CAVs
and it clearly reveals how the CAVs harmonise traffic flow
dynamics. The position and velocity of the main road vehicle can
be measured by it's preceding CAV, thus, the ramp road CAV can
adjust its arrival time to avoid the excessive brake near the merging
zone. In other words, partial coordination makes the trajectories

smoother and mitigates the shockwaves.
Further, Fig. 10 shows the velocity profiles in both no

coordination and partial coordination cases. As expected, without
coordination, the on-ramp vehicles in Fig. 10a execute excessive
brakes near the merging zone to avoid lateral collision with
mainline vehicles. In contrast with Fig. 10b, partial coordination
strategy and the motion planning method can effectively reduce the
speed modulation and achieve speed harmonisation, which makes
the velocity profiles smoother. Moreover, comparing the two sets
of results, we can see that the partial coordination of CAV can
significantly smooth not only the CAV trajectory but also the
trajectories of vehicles following the CAV.

Moreover, the spatial–temporal diagram is utilised to show the
microscopic impact of CAV penetration on traffic flow. Figs. 11a–d
represent the spatial–temporal diagrams under CAV penetration 0,
30, 70 and 100%, respectively. The trajectories in Fig. 11a show
that there are obvious stop-and-go operations under the merging
process of 100% non-CAVs and the shockwaves will be propagated
to the upstream, which causes traffic congestion.

From Figs. 11b–d, the stop-and-goes are gradually mitigated
with the increase of CAV penetrations. Since CAVs can adjust their
arrival time at the merging zone according to the estimated arrival
time of non-CAVs, they can avoid excessive interaction with non-
CAVs within the merging zone. The stop-and-go operations may
only occur in the case of two non-CAVs merging from two legs. In
particular, all the vehicles can pass the merging zone smoothly and
efficiently under 100% CAV penetration. Thus, the proposed
cooperative merging strategies can effectively mitigate traffic
congestion with about 30% CAV penetration under mixed traffic
scenarios.

Fig. 8  Algorithm 3: Merging algorithm for ramp road non-CAVs
 

Table 2 Simulation parameters
Variable Value
L 200 m
S1, S2 20 m, 20 m
ΔL 10 m
ω1, ω2 0.5, 0.5
vmin, vmax 0 m/s, 25 m/s
amin, amax −3 m/s2, 3 m/s2

λ 0.1 veh/s, 0.25 veh/s
Δt1, Δt2, hd 1 s, 1.5 s, 2 s

 

Fig. 9  Trajectory comparison of no coordination and partial coordination
(a) Vehicle trajectories with no coordination, (b) Vehicle trajectories with partial
coordination

 

Fig. 10  Velocity profile comparison of no coordination and partial coordination
(a) Velocity profiles with no coordination, (b) Velocity profiles with partial coordination
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6.2 Macroscopic impact on traffic flow characteristics

A simulation-based case study is carried out to validate the benefits
of CAV penetration under mixed traffic scenarios. Throughput,
delay, fuel consumption, emission and velocity deviation are
utilised to evaluate the macroscopic performance under different
CAV penetrations and different vehicle arrival rates (e.g. low traffic
demand and high traffic demand).

Delay is measured by the difference between the actual passing
time and the minimum passing time [7]. To quantify the benefits in
terms of energy, a polynomial model estimating fuel consumption
of a vehicle in [28] is adopted, which takes instantaneous velocity
and acceleration as inputs. Further, VT-Micro model [29] is
selected for measuring the emission during the cooperative
merging process. Velocity standard deviation [15] is an indicator of
velocity variation which may cause passengers’ dissatisfaction.

Figs. 12a and b show the penetration effect on throughput under
different vehicle arrival rates. Under low traffic demand (i.e.
λ = 0.1 veh/s), the throughput benefits of CAVs are limited when
the CAV penetration is <30%. The reason lies in that the
behaviours of some of the CAVs are limited by the human-driven
vehicles which have to stop on the ramp and wait for a gap to
merge. In general, with the increase of CAV penetration, the

average throughput is improved by the cooperative merging
strategies of CAVs. In addition, the benefits of CAV coordination
become more significant under high traffic demand, e.g.,
comparing results under 0 and 100% CAV penetration, throughput
is improved by 9.8% under vehicle arrival rates 0.1 veh/s while the
improvement is about 20% under vehicle arrival rates 0.25 veh/s.

As expected, a descending trend of delay can be witnessed
when penetration rate keeps increasing in Figs. 12c and d. In
particular, the average delay is reduced by about 45% when the
penetration rate of CAVs reaches about 30%. Since the
coordination strategies assign arrival time to the CAVs according to
the estimated information of non-CAVs, there is less interaction
with human-driven vehicles within the merging zone. Namely, the
CAVs can adjust their velocity in advance to avoid the stop-and-
goes during the merging process, which causes less delay. Under
high traffic demand (i.e. λ = 0.25 veh/s), the congestion becomes
serious with low CAV penetration and the average delay can be
reduced by nearly half with about 50% of CAV penetration. The
decreasing trend is relatively steep when the CAV penetration
ranges from 50 to 100%, which means that the majority of CAVs
work in a full coordination mode to reduce the travel delay. Under
high CAV penetrations, the coordination policy makes better use of

Fig. 11  Spatial–temporal diagram of cooperative merging under different CAV penetrations
(a) 0% CAV penetration, (b) 30% CAV penetration, (c) 70% CAV penetration, (d) 100% CAV penetration

 

Fig. 12  Throughput and delay under different CAV penetrations and different vehicle arrival rates
(a) Throughput under low traffic demand, (b) Throughput under high traffic demand, (c) Delay under low traffic demand, (d) Delay under high traffic demand
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the cooperative control zone, which reduces the travel delay during
the merging process.

To explore the energy impact of CAV penetration with different
traffic demands, a comparison is presented in Figs. 13a and b that
shows the fuel consumption with respect to both different CAV
penetration rates and vehicle arrival rates. The improvement in fuel
consumption is limited, with CAV penetration <40% under low
traffic demand. Since when the CAV penetration is low, the
majority of CAVs are operated in the adaptive cruising mode,
which consumes more energy than the free driving mode.
Statistically, the fuel consumption can be reduced by nearly half
with the CAV penetration of 50–60%. When the traffic is heavy,
both CAVs and non-CAVs need to slow down or even stop to yield
when they approach the merging zone without coordination and
accelerate after they pass the merging zone, which may consume
more energy compared to the scenario of light traffic.

A similar trend can be found in the results of emission and the
standard deviation of velocity, as shown in Figs. 13c and d. The
decreasing trend in Fig. 13c is relatively steep when penetration
rate rises from 40 to 70%, which means CAVs can contribute more
to reduce emission if they are the majority of vehicles. When the
human-driven vehicles are the major part, CAVs have to give
priorities to them frequently; thus, the collaboration that CAVs
provided is relatively limited. With more CAVs, the total travel
time can be reduced with the cooperative merging framework and
hence reduce the emission. When the penetration rate reaches a
relatively high level, most of the disturbances are able to be
avoided at high level (80%) of penetration rate in Fig. 13d. As
aforementioned in the microscopic impact part, CAVs can
decelerate with a relatively low deceleration rate to avoid
passengers’ dissatisfaction while avoiding the lateral collision at
the same time. Hence, disturbances cumulated along the traffic
flow, which causes shockwave, can be effectively avoided and the
velocity standard deviation can be reduced to enhance ride comfort
of passengers. Statistically, about 30–40% CAV penetration can
effectively reduce the velocity standard deviation by half under
light traffic (e.g. λ ≤ 0.15 veh/s), while it needs about 60–70%
CAV penetrations to achieve the same performance under heavy
traffic (e.g. λ ≥ 0.2 veh/s).

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a hierarchical coordination framework for
on-ramp merging under mixed traffic scenarios, which is different
from our earlier work under 100% CAV environment. In addition,
we investigate both microscopic impacts and macroscopic impacts
of CAV penetration on the merging performance under different
traffic demands. Simulation-based case studies indicate that the
improvement in throughput, delay and fuel consumption can be
increased by up to 4.9, 45.9 and 34.7%, respectively, under 30%

CAV penetration. The benefits become more significant as the
CAV penetration rate increases, which provide strong evidence of
the advantages of incorporating CAVs into current traffic systems.

Future works should investigate the scenario of mainline with
multiple lanes, where both cooperative lane-changing and
cooperative merging should be taken into consideration.
Furthermore, some computational intelligence assisted design
approaches [30] combined with some heuristic rules [31] should
also be investigated.
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